
Lexicalization of converbs into manner adverbs in Finnish 
 
The purpose of our paper is to explore the lexicalization of the   
positive contextual converb -en and the contextual negative converb   
-mAttA into adverbs of manner in modern written Finnish. Our material   
consists of a corpus of Finnish newspaper texts published in the 1990s   
included in the Language Bank of Finland. The approach is   
functional-typological. 
 
Converbal adverbs, such as varoen ?carefully? <   
?watch_out_for/avoid:CVB? or taukoamatta ?ceaselessly? <   
?cease/stop:CVB?, have often been treated only in passing when   
describing the productive uses of Finnish converbs. We suggest that   
-en and -mAttA should be treated not only as productive converb   
endings, but also as means of forming new lexical items, including   
adverbs of manner, by means of conversion (cf. Brinton & Traugott   
2005:37-40, 111-115). In extreme cases the process has lead to   
inflectional splits (Bybee 1985), where the adverb of manner has   
either lost its paradigm and only appears in the converb form (e.g.   
vankkumatta ?firmly? < ?budge:CVB?), or formally deviates from the   
productive converb form (e.g. taiten ?skillfully? <   
?be_able_to/know:CVB? instead of the productive vowel-stem form   
taitaen). 
 
Converbs generally take the expected arguments of the verb. The   
transitive verb, varoa ?to watch out for, to avoid?, takes an object   
in example (1). Yet the same form appears without arguments as an   
adverb of manner in example (2). 
 
(1)     Otan ensimmäiset askeleet varoen muiden kantapäitä. (tusa1999.) 
take:PRES/1SG first:ACC/PL step:ACC/PL watch_out_for/avoid:CVB   
other:PL:GEN heel:PL:PART 
?I take the first steps watching out for other people?s heels.? 
(2)     Loukkaantunutta eläintä on lähestyttävä varoen ja rauhallisesti,   
[?]. (karj1995.) 
wounded:PART animal:PART COP approach:PTCP carefully and calmly 
?One must approach a wounded animal carefully and calmly.? 
 
In the latter instance the converb form is interchangeable with a   
derived adverb of manner based on the same verb stem, namely varovasti   
or varovaisesti. The form varoen in (2) is parallel to a more   
traditional adverb in -sti, rauhallisesti. The lexicalized converb may   
also take modifiers of degree and intensity, e.g. erittäin varoen   
?very carefully?, which a productively used converb form would not   
take *erittäin varoen kantapäitä. 
 
The majority of adverbs of manner based on -en belong to the following   
semantic groups: motion (e.g. juosten ?running? < ?run:CVB?), emotion   
(e.g. ihaillen ?with admiration? < ?admire:CVB?, epäillen   
?suspiciously, reserved, with doubt? < ?doubt/suspect:CVB?), skill   
(e.g. taiten ?skillfully? < ?know:CVB, be.able.to:CVB) and carefulness   

or other type of planning (e.g. harkiten ?with care? <   
?consider:CVB?harkiten, varoen ?carefully? < ?be.careful:CVB?,   
säästäen ?thriftly? < ?save:CVB?). The -mAttA adverbs of manner often   
express the lack of ending or break (e.g. keskeytymättä ?ceaselessly?<   
?cease/stop:CVB?, taukoamatta ?ceaselessly, without a pause? <   
?cease/stop:CVB?), lack of planning (e.g. harkitsematta ?without   
consideration? < ?consider:CVB?), relentlessness (e.g. vankkumatta   
?firmly? < ?budge:CVB?) and accidental or unwilling behaviour (e.g.   
huomaamatta ?unnoticed, accidentally? < ?notice:CVB?, tahtomatta   
?unwillingly? < ?want:CVB?). 
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